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Feedback analvsis (Curriculum) Report 2021-2022

ln lhe 2021-2022 session, feedback has been taken from the students, teachers, alumni and
the employer. A special five-point scale feedback form was developed on curriculum. 265
students, 37 teachers, 101 alumni and 07 employers have submitted their responses
regarding curriculum. The obtained results have been analyzed. Analysis report of students
explores that on an average 48.5ok students strongly agree,25.7o/o agree, 16.7 Yo are neutral,
4.7 % students disagree and 4.4o/o strongly disagree with different aspect of curent course
content of syllabus. In one question, suggestions were also invited by students. Students
suggested that there should be more focus on practical knowledge, communication,
management and presentation skills and there is a need to lessen the syllabus according to
semester. From the analysis report of teachers it is observed that maj ority of teachers agree
that culrent syllabus meet the future requirements of learning industry. They believed that
experiments, assignment and projects are beneficial in increasing the subject knowledge of
students. The analysis depicts that average 55.2o/o teachers are satisfied with prescribed
syllabus. Also recurring suggestions from teachers include: more exposue in practical field, '
general knowledge and aptitude, Intellectual Properly Rights, communication and
management skills, health hygiene and awareness and field visit for future concem. The
analysis of Alumni feedback shows that on an average 49.5%o alumni strongly agree and

24.6ok agree that curriculum is helpful in present competitive environment and applicable in
future prospects whereas 7.\Yo and 7.5% strongly disagree and disagree with dilferent aspects

of curriculum. Some suggestions given by Alumni include "Need to improve computer skills,
put more elIofis to improve overall personality of students, interactive communication to
tackle real life situation, focus on practical knowledge, focus on knowledge regarding future
opportunities, need to upgrade syllabus". The analysis of Employer feedback shows that on
an average 48.2%o employers strongly agree,7.20h agree, 25 0% are neutral, and, 19.7 Yo

er.nployers disagree with different aspect of curiculum in enhancing the employability in
cunent scenario. Employers suggested that the Education should not only be knowledgeable
but should be job oriented, competitive, more focus on use of technology. There is a need to'

introduce soft skills and more skill oriented courses with focus on communication.
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